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FRIDAY NIGHT HARD NEWS CALL

INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call:
C Skype:

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
•
•
•
•

● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Current Program Archives
Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “More Archives”
Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one being at the top.
You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II
A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

D'Yanna

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Thank you!

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $ 275!
Many thanks for all contributions.
• Needs everyone of us to donate something, would like to hear from all on the call.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all of the money you send is received; using Paypal incurs a
fee.

T & R: • They also need food & gas money this week
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

ALSO PLEASE NOTE: Rama is having great difficulty with one tooth, which may have to be extracted – at a
cost of $300 – should you be able to make any kind of contribution to this project, please let them know.
Hard News:
T: lo and behold! Another peace treaty between North and South Sudan – may not hold – all about the fossil
fuels in the area – but things seem to be changing
R: the goddess lady will give them their just due as they did not come through the Gates of Ishtar
T: South Sudan: the UN has a damning report about the crimes against humanity – she reads the list
• The conflict erupted on Dec 15, 2013 – one accused Mushar of a coup; he's the one with 10 gal hat!
• Tens of thousands have been killed: both sides are accused of widespread ethnic massacres
• In 2011, South Sudan broke away from Sudan because of constant disruptions, newest country
Thailand: the Prime Minister was deposed; a law suit against her – temporary interim gov't
• also want to put an end to her brother, exiled in 2006 – mass corruption and killings of all kind.
• A group called the Red Shirts are protesting – as in Venezuala, the protesters are the naughty ones:
these Red Shirts are armed and they want the return of the PM's brother. Truth in the news is missing!!
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• Discussion about the PM starting a rice growing program: it was golden rice = GMO!
West was behind this.
Venezuela: 243 student activists were arrested; in their tents had all kinds of materials to create petro bomb;
get drunk as skunks and then go lob the bombs around! A real twist to the story
• • • Two days ago, the US officially became a 3rd world country!
USA: Retired Army Colonel Plans Militia-Backed ‘Operation American Spring’ to Force Obama Out of Office
• this colonel is calling in other “freedom fighters”
[SEE BELOW]
• This is to be a sequel to the Bundy story: standing in the face of “government thugs”
• Name is Reilly; “Operation American Spring” : the attitude of these ones is creating the problem
• Goes back to the Thom Hartmann program when a caller told him about looking up the definitions ot the
constitution in a dictionary of the day: “arms” at the time meant stones, knives, bones, NOT GUNS!
• Bring up the idea of “property” - which at the time of the constitution meant the right to own slaves.
T: talks about a documentary showing how children make shoes: they get nothing for wages; are in dye
up to their elbows and knees – which is super toxic; work in the dark.
• Also about the making of silk – same idea of completely exploiting people – in this case, the clothes
were being made for members of the Vatican
• Let the earth mother rise up, bring peace and level the playing field!
R: spoke with Mr X who said these folks are not to be reasoned with; when you get to the place that you cannot
go further, you surrender the energies to the Great Mother Goddess., the Dark Rift, the centre of the
Milky Way Galaxy – no other answer.
Randi Rhodes: laid into the H R Clinton story, and Monica Lewinsky,
• Played clips of Ann Coulter supposedly chastising Monica L on Sean Hannity – very bizarre.
• he describes what he heard today is that everything that is moving forward has to do with the change we want
to see in the world; we are the change
• As Bernie calls them: our friends on the other side of the aisle: keep your enemies closer than your
friends! They would slit their own mother's throat if they had the chance – they chose to play on the dark
side of the force, which is why Mr X said what do yuo reason with? They go to the Dark Rift and get
turned into soup again.
T: Steve Cohen on thom Hartann today – 13 families
R: they are begging for a confrontation with the galactics
if they exacerbate their issues, then maybe we'll have galactic intervention!
T: Steve Cohen made it abundantly clear on the Thom Hartman show today that the people in Kiev get ther
orders from the 13 families in Washington
• this time the protestors went in fully armed with tanks, artillary - killed 12 innocent civilians – this is war.

Russia: It is 69th year of victory in WWII – Putin spoke before he left Moscow for Crimea
• Putin: “This is a victory celebrated by all the victorious forces of patriotism”
• A referendum or war edict has been put out; on sunday the people want a referendum, or they will got
to war – it would be civil war!
Europe: it's called Europe Day – the Schumann Declaration, the EU was pre meditatively planned as a Nazi
project in Europe in 1950, just like the UN in the States in 1945
• Isreal became a state of the union in 1949
• There are nazi collaborators in europe and in USA
• All of it centers on the fact that after July/Aug 1947 and the Zeta Reticulii came to earth, everything
changed on the planet; things started getting bizarre, as our military and the gov't and others knew we
were not alone & they couldn't hide it any more.
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• Medvedev is saying if you don't talk about our friends from Alpha Centauri, we will!
R: As we gather round the virtual campfires, passing the talking stick, and honouring all mothers, R says
Mother has had enough!!! [M. Sekhmet]
Italy: as part of his tax fraud conviction Berlosconi he was sentenced to 4 years in prison – now is 4 hours/wk of
community service for one year due to his age [77] & other details.
• He arrived in a chopper with his guards outside a catholic care institution outside of Milan
• He's appealing the under-age sex conviction; also facing trial for allegedly bribing a senator; also on an
illegal wire-tapping issue – and this is just the beginning!
• Banned from office yet can still campaign for office in EU – extreme right still want to re-elect him!
T: he'll be arrested for more crimes than this!!!
Malala: gave a message to the girls in Nigeria – told them not to give up hope! Malala is still in London as it is
not safe to go back to Pakistan.
T: an island in the Canary Islands – it is completey alternative energy: not one drop of fossil fuels!
• In Hawaii, minimum wage has gone to $10.10 an hour – for those receiving tips, they have to be sure
the wage equals $17 / hour; if not, the employer must pay $10.10 an hour.
• The 100th monkey principle will take effect . . . .
Conference Call

Question: about the US Thom Hartman; on NHK; Democracy Now: wealthy is concentrated in 1/10 of
1%; everyone is hurting;
C 1: tells of the ads seen on MSNBC about Berkshire Hathaway: now acting as realtors
T: NOT TRUE THAT THE RICH ONES ARE GIVING AWAY 50% OF THEIR MONEY.
• Thom Hartmann & Al Jazeera:
• The govt of Nigeria took no action in spite of 4 hours warning from Boca Haram
• Boca Haram went in and killed all the people in a little town: anything that is backed by western
money they do not like and they go in and kill everything in sight.
• Boca Haram is an extension of Al queda – which means it is funded by the West!!!
• Their racism, their prejudice about hating gov't because they only see gov't as NWO on a F E A R
basis
T: The mandate T& R have to be supported: it is only a small group that can change the world
• The layers built up based on a lving lie: Boca Haram is part of the puzzle of the N WO setting and
what is going on is not true: people are displacing their emotions
• Uganda & the influence of xtreme christians & being anti – gay: means that have to go back to the west
• Her son called with some news: it goes back to Rush Limbaugh, Glen Beck, etc – sure enough it goes
back to the retired Vet connected with the dinar stuff – all progaganda and Faction 2 – Drake
Bailey!!!
• People are really not willing to look deeper unless it is deeper on a spiritual basis – our bias' and
prejudices get in the way.
• It is OK with permission from parents for 12 year olds to work in the fields: tobacco fiels in VA,
onions in Texas
• Talked to a woman who worked in those fields: 87 cents / bag and they have to cut the stalks off –
the 12 year olds and older can work, but not during school hours.
• what a teacher said: yes, the kids had to go to school BUT they got up early in the morning to
work in the fields, were often late for school, and then went back to the fields after school – not
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much sleep or rest.
• The parents work 16 hours a day, every day, 7 days a week – this is going on in the US, and 100s
of thousands of children are working like this!!!
• Pesticides on the onion fields: agent orange! Kids work in it all the time!
• We are really getting an education as we hear about this kind of thing.
Reading: Russia Orders Obama: Tell World About Aliens, Or We Will
[SEE BELOW]
• Russia saved Crimea's butt as the Nazis were putting all of them in death camps – and today, all
the muslims are being killed: tribal consciousness is prevailing.
• “selected intellectuals and journalists to discuss the most pressing issues facing the world, including
health and the environment.” - T called BULL PUCKY!!
• Also said that Rama saw David Cameron in his reptilian form: he is one ugly duckling!!!!
Caller: back about 20 years ago in San Diego, had a near death experience with a soccer guy – she did
not die and did not know what was happening; knew something was helping her but it was scaring
those who were trying to harm her T: talking to Seth on BBS who is working with the TED talks and about bringing back the bees and how
people can help – the numbers of bees have been drastically reduced over the last while

Reading: The I CHING for May 5, 2014

[SEE BELOW]

Mother Sekhmet
Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant one; in the Office of the christ and only in the Office of the Christ,
we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet flame.
T: We are going to pray Divine Intervention and Divine timing
Greetings; Happy Mother's Day!
• It is so simple, the language of the heart:- that is what goddess where we are in this moment; forgive it
all, no matter how deep it goes; it is only about love!
T: talking about massive drought in Texas, and the wells are all going dry!
Mo: it's about this incessant addiction to old energies – time to kick it cold turkey
• there are other ways to hook yourself up to the Inner Net, the grid which is not hooked up to GE:
• time for GE to go – Mobil Gas doing fracking in Papua New Guinea
• What happened when they went from the hemp old engine to the one using mother's black gold: the
crossed the line, and now it bites them in the butt:
• they cannot continue to play in that realm and not expect Gaia/vywamus to look after your
karma/dharma !
• G/V takes care of the situations.
• Right now there are so many situations that need not more stress, but the healing frequencies of which
we all have an ability to share. That would be such a gift that if, for one day, Mother's Day, all the
folks would lay down their guns. Imagine what could happen.
T: You know that this won't happen unless you give them some reason to do so.
Mo: Michelle Manders, the message of 9/10 changes all things regardless of what people chose or don't
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Choose. This opens up a star gate that let us just say: they have made their choices; she will see
them on the other side of the Dark Rift. There's no discussion, it just is.
T: It's already happening; their whole plan is falling apart in front of us.
• They are getting ready to fight against Exxon Mobil and they are ready to die; they have guns –
they are children with guns – they do not want Exxon Mobil on their islands
MO: it is only about the fact that we never needed to touch a drop of oil; it is all about the hologram and the
fake story of fear rather than love.
T: People are against the pipeline; everyone around the world is fighting against this thing, and they keep
on
T an new series that has been going on for a while: Called Vice, produced and directed by Bill Mahers who
knows where the bear was in the woods!
Reading:

6 pointed star portal – a gateway activated

[SEE BELOW]

• Mother and Tara do some sounding
Mo: Now is the time; this is not a test, but the real deal: Kuthumi is saying through her that the time is now;
• we are the ones meeting ourselves with this arrival because the law of love is the only answer to
the issues at hand.
• Our wayward children have crossed their own red line, and G / V have said now we do what we
do – you have to breathe the same air as everyone else think about it!
• the energies of what this speaks of, there is no more time to sit on the fence: make a choice now.
T: “On the 25th of June Saturn will station to turn direct. This is when the next phase of this
ceremony will activate because then we will have all the 7 major planets in direct motion, and
the time from which we will begin to experience some of the outcomes of what is being
purged, purified and healed. Up until then, attend to everything that comes up to be
released, do the work on yourself requiring purification and purging, and persist.”
• “many souls will fall away”
• “ At the time of the New Moon eclipse I received the message that there will come a time when many
people/souls will fall by the wayside because their trauma, struggle and suffering has become too
much for them to handle; inside of themselves on a soul level they have decided they cannot
complete this cycle, they are too weary and have chosen to give it a try "next time." These are
people and group souls who will, in the very near future, begin leaving the planet in relatively large
groups to make way for the Enlightened Ones to return and recreate Heaven of Earth. This Star
Gate is the first phase of preparation for the return of these Beings. Those of us who have chosen
to complete it this time around; we are making way for the Enlightened Ones' return and our
Morocco 2014 Project - Return of the Star Seeders is an aspect of this plan and preparation for
their return. We, the current Lightworkers and Lightwarriors of this cycle, are the "lock-down and
clean-up crew." We have a mission here to replace all darkness, evil, and negativity with it's
equal but opposite - Light, Love, Compassion and Justice, and today's and tomorrow's window is
helping us anchor this plan of service on Earth and integrate the Code Light within our DNA. Our
service roles are now taking on a new level and whole new face. Best we make sure the face is one
of an angel; not of a demon. This is how important and powerful this gateway and opportunity is.
We are participating in the onset of the biggest "fight" for the soul of Mother Earth and everything
that is part of her, including ourselves: humanity!
T: We are the lock-down and clean-up crew – oh brother! I guess we're good at that!
Mo: you volunteered, and she said “You're on!”
T: finishes the reading
Mo: no more dress rehearsals; we have called ourselves to active duty
• They can no longer rape, plunder and pillage the planet without getting caught
T: they are already caught – just looks like they are walking around free.
T: Bill Maher has Sister Simone Campbell on as special guest
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Mo: It is about when you don't take yourself so seriously and you understand that nothing is serious on Sirius • How many shots can you take without meeting the floor half way?
• It means that what you may have in the Red Dog saloon will put the stuff in earth's pubs to
shame: it's a form of light based frequencies – lights up all your chakras – from Sirian constellation
• Liquid nectar that is not alcohol based - White choclate, dark chocolate – it is made to the taste
you like, with no side effects on the hips!
• We are in the realm of the goddess touching the planet at this time; she has said now is the time for her
children to come home; forgive them for what they have done, for in spite of their actions, they
know now it is at the conclusion, the twilight - love them on their way home.
• It is simply another cycle in the day of the universe – just a day and a night of brahma; you
breathe in and breathe out, and the universe and breathes in, breathes out; you are in unison with
the oneness; the one hand clapping – everything you do, think of it all as a consciouls meditation –
like Lord Kuthimi is saying
• The biggest issue of the day is the least among us: the #1 issue - income inequality, equal rights for all
life forms no matter who or what they are, whether they at the golden arches, Cosco or Moo-cluckmoo in Dearborn, MN – the company is doing just fine, and give employees $15 / hour to start plus
medical beneifts. It is about equality for all
• In the next moment, love these ones so much as they have miles to go before they see what we have
seen – they will get to see this through the eyes of a new universe – which is an adventure in and of
itself – remember what Peter Pan and Captain Hook said death is the greatest adventure! And it is
not about death; it's about eternal life.
T: saw a dance production they saw on PBS: the choreographer re-shaped the whole story of Sleeping
Beauty - he added some underworld stories and Lucifer
Mo: It is a story about wayward children [annunaki] who chose not to enter through the Gate of Ishtar into
the ancient city of Baghdad and they violated the oath of the Jinn who have dominion over the
ancient city of Uruk – the Jinn are the watchers of the four directions – know who comes and who
goes & how you work with the energies in that realm; they take no prisoners: not in the best
interests connected with the green zone in Baghdad to be there – they should leave – it is a tomb
that will seal them in.
• Took Saddam Housein's palaces and turned them into torture chambers; made a bad thing worse by
invoking the wrath of the Jinn; it is their Karma
Reading: Lord Kuthumi www.Palace of peace.net – Lord Kuthumi – the 14:14 amber stargate activation
[SEE BELOW]
Mo: In parting, understand the frequenices that are at hand are like never before;
• we are in uncharted turf; we had best be about our mother/father god's business – no other
choices but the one choice now.
• Gaia /Vyamus are ascending and we are ascending with them: not a painful process unless we make it
so. Surrender to the energies because they'll get you one way or the other – they will make you
giggle as opposed to crying oceans of tears which only helps to create more of the same.
• If you want the high heart, it takes you to the place where you don't have to go through the sansara –
these are energies out of their time-space continuum called evil, and the energies have
consequences: they take themselves out, and we do not have to do jack! It just is!
• Greetings in the lgiht of the most radiant one! Kadoish, kadoish, kadoish
R: he was at the Devil's Tower, Wyoming: just to sit near it, a giant crystal which was used in the movei
“Close Encounters” - feels that Devil's Tower is getting ready to sing!
T: when she was there, there is a movement underground that makes a sound – the little dog was freaked
out due to the enerigy
R: just a feeling that Devil's Tower may have a message for the people of the planet – maybe just to listen
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to the crystals
Audio: Bill Maher
Guests: Sister Simone Campbell
Arianna Huffington, Dinesh D'Souza, Baratunde Thurston, Matt Welch
Audio: Max Keiser

[KR598] Keiser Report: Medieval Tortures from Wall Street

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=RryhlgmrfSw
We discuss the brutal tortured to death industry in America and suggest some Medieval ideas,
such as the Tub, the Lead Sprinkler and the Brazen Bull. We compare these old techniques to
the modern financial and monetary systems in which, for example, investors’ wealth is trapped
inside the ‘Brazen Bull’ and the Dow hitting all time highs is actually these investors screaming
in financial pain. In the second half, Max interviews Reggie Middleton of BoomBustBlog.com
about ‘Reggie Middleton’s Ultracoin’ being to crypto what Google is to the internet – a
gatekeeper of value on the block chain.

Audi0: Breaking the Set

May 8, 2014

World’s first trillionaire, India’s GMO suicide epidemic, Lewinsky redux overshadows drug war
http://img.rt.com/files/episode/26/78/40/00/bts_480p.mp4?event=download
On this episode of Breaking the Set, Abby Martin remarks on an announcement by financial
forecasters who predict the world will see its first trillionaire within the next 25 years. Abby then
speaks with Jeffrey Smith, author of “Genetic Roulette,” discussing a suicide epidemic in India
linked to the proliferation of GMO seeds that are displacing farmers across the country. Abby
then calls out the corporate media for the tabloid coverage of Monica Lewinsky, and highlights
a report by the London School of Economics which outlines a clear roadmap for a sustainable
end to the global War on Drugs that puts human interests first. Abby then goes over the case
of Naji Mansour, a Muslim American man whose life was turned upside down after being
coerced by an FBI agent to become an informant for the agency. BTS wraps up the show
calling out the massive waste by the US military in Afghanistan, speaking with RT
Correspondent Meghan Lopez about why there’s never been a full-scale audit of the
Pentagon.
Audio: Malala speaks of her sisters in Africa
Reading: the rest of the I Ching for May 5, 2014

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: Learning Cherokee Ways - The Ywahoo Path by The Venerable Dhyani Ywahoo
Closing:
Music:
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES

Retired Army Colonel Plans Militia-Backed ‘Operation
American Spring’ to Force
Obama Out of Office
2014, May 2

By Bill Morlin on May 2, 2014

Harry G. Riley
A 76-year-old retired U.S. Army colonel is planning an event in Washington, D.C., on May 16, that he hopes
will attract millions of antigovernment patriots voicing a “simple demand” – the resignations of President
Obama and ranking members of Congress.
Harry G. Riley tells Hatewatch his “Operation American Spring” is attracting widespread militia support and
will be the sequel to last month’s Cliven Bundy standoff in Nevada, “forcing the government thugs to back
down in the face of ‘We the People.’”
“It does embolden me and gives me courage,” Riley said of the Bundy standoff, that ended with the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management calling off its roundup of the rancher’s cattle for non-payment of grazing fees.
Much of Bundy’s support evaporated when he made racist comments.
“The militia groups and the others stood up for Bundy and the government thugs stood down,” Riley said.
“I hope people feel the same way about Operation American Spring.”
In fact, Riley said he hopes members of Congress will “come to their senses,” leave their offices and join in
the demonstration set to begin in two weeks.
“It’s a sacrificial effort by patriots who believe our nation is in jeopardy,” Riley told Hatewatch today from his
home in Crestview, Fla. “Our government at the federal level is totally lawless. Our nation is in grave
danger right now of internal implosion.”
While the event is attracting interest from various antigovernment and militia groups, those who join Riley
will have to leave their guns behind or face arrest in the District of Columbia.
The group will not apply for a U.S. Park Service demonstration permit “because we are just a bunch of
individual patriots who plan on visiting Washington, D.C., exercising our constitutional rights, all at the
same time,” Riley told Hatewatch.
Operation American Spring already has delivered its “declaration of revision” demand packets to all 535
members of Congress, Riley said. The packets call for the impeachment or resignations of President
Obama, Vice President Joe Biden, Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., the Senate majority leader; Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., the Senate minority leader; House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, Rep. Nancy Pelosi,
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D-Calif., the House minority leader, and Attorney General Eric Holder.

“These are individuals who are violating their oaths of office and not following their responsibilities under
the Constitution,” Riley said.
Those resignation or impeachment demands, Riley said, will be backed by the forthcoming demonstration –
“the only simple way to express the collective voice of ‘We the People.’”
“It grew legs and now we feel the wind of God is behind us,” Riley said in describing the DC rally he first
envisioned last December and has promoted through social media and the Internet.
Riley said the effort is also getting support from the Tea Party, Gun Owners of America, the Save America
Foundation and Overpasses for America – an antigovernment group whose stated goal is “restoring the
republic.”
Riley, describing himself as “in alliance with the Tea Party,” wouldn’t estimate how many of his fellow
patriots will meet him in Washington, D.C. “It could be anywhere from a few to several million,” Riley said.
Several state militia groups, which Riley said have between 1.2 and 1.8 million members, are supporting
the rally, he said. “It’s really hard to put a name to many of these groups supporting us.”
Riley dismissed those who suggest Operation American Spring will bring “armed violence” to Washington,
D.C. in support of its mission to “rid our government of malfeasant bureaucrats.”
“Our rules of engagement are simple: We will be unarmed, non-violent, law-abiding and peaceful,” Riley
told Hatewatch.
Sgt. Lelani Woods, a public information officer with U.S. Park Police, said there was little she could say
about the planned Operation American Spring gathering, one of scores that occur in the nation’s capital.
Woods said the 613 commissioned members of the Park Police, including mounted, canine, motorcycle
and aviation units, augmented by the Washington Metro Police Department, will be ready for the event.
District of Columbia gun laws prevent anyone, even law enforcement officers from other states, from
carrying firearms in public.
“Those found in possession of firearms will be arrested,” Woods said.
Riley said he and others involved in the “grassroots movement” plan to stay in the nation’s capital until their
demands are met. “We are going to be there for days, weeks or months – until we get some resolution to
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our demands.”
“It would quickly end if 200 or 300 members of Congress would come to their senses and come down and
join us, reverse themselves and commit to restoring constitutional law,” he said.
The group plans for live streaming of its activities during the demonstration, and has established a detailed
web site, including a “dispelling rumors” link. One rumor addressed by Riley, who worked at the National
Security Agency while serving in the Army, is that he is somehow a provocateur or government plant.
Riley said he has had nothing to do with the NSA since retiring from the Army in 1992, ending a career in
military intelligence that “centered on the enemy without,” including the former Soviet Union and other
perceived Communist threats.
“I’m now the ‘enemy,’’ he said, “and the NSA is probably listening to this conversation.”
http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2014/05/02/retired-army-colonel-plans-militia-backed-operation-americanspring-to-force-obama-out-of-office/
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2014, May 7

Russia Orders Obama: Tell World About Aliens, Or We Will

A stunning Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) report on Prime Minister Medvedev’s agenda at the World
Economic Forum (WEF) this week states that Russia will warn President Obama that the “time has come”
for the world to know the truth about aliens, and if the United States won’t participate in the announcement,
the Kremlin will do so on its own.
The WEF (The Forum) is a Swiss non-profit foundation, based in Cologny, Geneva and describes itself as
an independent international organization committed to improving the state of the world by engaging
business, political, academic and other leaders of society to shape global, regional and industry agendas.
The Forum is best known for its annual meeting in Davos, a mountain resort in Graubünden, in the eastern
Alps region of Switzerland. The meeting brings together some 2,500 top business leaders, international
political leaders, selected intellectuals and journalists to discuss the most pressing issues facing the world,
including health and the environment.
Medvedev is scheduled to open this years Forum where as many as 50 heads of government, including
Germany’s Angela Merkel and Britain’s David Cameron, will attend the five-day meeting that begins on 23
January.
Critical to note about this year's Forum is that the WEF, in their 2013 Executive Summary, scheduled for
debate and discussion a number of items under their X Factors from Nature category, and which includes
the “discovery of alien life” of which they state: “Proof of life elsewhere in the universe could have profound
psychological implications for human belief systems.”
Equally critical to note is that Medvedev, after completing a 7 December 2012 on-camera interview with
reporters in Moscow, continued to respond to reporters and made some off-air comments without realizing
that his microphone was still on. He was then asked by one reporter if “the president is handed secret files
on aliens when he receives the briefcase needed to activate Russia’s nuclear arsenal”.
Medvedev responded: “Along with the briefcase with nuclear codes, the president of the country is given a
special ‘top secret’ folder. This folder in its entirety contains information about aliens who visited our
planet… Along with this, you are given a report of the absolutely secret special service that exercises
control over aliens on the territory of our country… More detailed information on this topic you can get from
a well-known movie called Men In Black… I will not tell you how many of them are among us because it
may cause panic.”
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Western news sources reporting on Medvedev’s shocking reply about aliens stated that he was “joking” as
he mentioned the movie Men In Black, which they wrongly assumed was a reference to the 1997 American
sci-fi adventure comedy about two top secret agents battling aliens in the US.
Medvedev, however, wasn’t referring to the American movie but was, instead, talking about the famous
Russian movie documentary Men In Black which details many UFO and alien anomalies.
Where Western news sources quoted Medvedev as saying “More detailed information on this topic you can
get from a well-known movie called ‘Men In Black,’” his actual answer was, “You can receive more detailed
information having watched the documentary film of the same name.”
The reason(s) for Western propaganda news outlets deliberately distorting Medvedev’s words become
apparent after his shocking statement, and as evidenced in just one example of their so called reporting on
this disclosure of alien life already being on our planet where the title of one such article was “Russian
Prime Minister Dmitri Medvedev makes a crack about aliens, and conspiracists promptly lose their minds.”
If anyone is “losing their minds” about aliens, it must be pointed out, it is certainly not Russia, but the
Vatican, which in November 2009, announced it was “preparing for extraterrestrial disclosure”.
Equally, and apparently, “losing their minds” are US government officials themselves, such as former
Pentagon consultant Timothy Good, and author of Above Top Secret: The Worldwide U.F.O. Cover-Up, who
in February 2012 stated that former President Dwight Eisenhower had three secret meetings with aliens
who were ‘Nordic’ in appearance and wherein a ‘Pact’ was signed to keep their agenda on Earth secret.
With the recent discovery in the Russian city of Vladivostok of a 300-million-year-old UFO tooth-wheel, and
scientists, astronauts and YouTube users reporting increasingly strange happenings on the moon, the
European Space agency reporting their discovery of a 1,000 ancient river on Mars, and UK and Sri Lanka
scientists saying they now have “rock solid proof of alien life” after finding fossilized algae inside meteorite,
the only ones who seem to be truly “losing their minds” are the Western, especially American,
propagandists who for decades have covered up one of the most important stories in all of human history
that “we are not alone.”
To if Medvedev will be able to convince the Obama regime to tell the truth about UFO and aliens at the
WEF this week it is not in our knowing. What is in our knowing, though, is that with or without the US, the
Kremlin will surely begin the process of telling the truth about that which we already know to be true.
source: http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/
http://mysticalfiles.com/russia-orders-obama-tell-world-about-aliens-or-we-will/
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#17

I Ching For The Week of May 5, 2014

Sui

Following/Adapting

Above Dui Open, free, unhindered: an open mouth symbolizing quiet truth.
Below Zhen Shake, excite, inspire: power comes from the center of the Earth.
The Wisdom:
The flow is now in tune
You feel your stride
It is the smell and feel
Of natural attraction
You are now encountering the primal aspect of your beingness. Your senses are at their peak. The benefit
now is to be mindful. Pay attention to your natural attractions, be they work, guidance, school, spirit or a
person who has appeared mysteriously on the horizon. You are being led, not teased, by a joyous dancing
spirit that stirs something that has long been quiet or never before voiced in you. Have an open heart;
these are special times, and the usual rules of right or wrong, appropriate or inappropriate are coming from
the judgmental ego and analytical mind. Pay them no heed. Go for it; bring a new and not before
experienced adventure into your life path and heart. This is growth; this is nurturing. This is the dance with
the joyous spirit force that has been with you since birth, now ready to blossom within.
Are you the hunter or the hunted? Are you predator or prey? Are you the observer or the observed? These
are questions to be answered by following and adapting.
In your personal processes you have accumulated a virtuous knowing, ready now to allow you to join
effortlessly in all that is happening in and around you for your and the greater good. If ever you have felt in
touch with the flow of the energetics at work in your quest for oneness, it is now magnified to the power of
10. Awesome? Yes for sure. A great responsibility? Also affirmative and quietly affirming.
If you ever doubted you were one with the universe these times will alleviate all doubt. You are a part of the
whole of Gaia, love and all the sentient beings. If you were to be afraid of this glorious connection or try to
manipulate it for personal gain you would be totally screwed.
Now there is no separation from your spirit force, which is why the question rises as to how you see your
position in life’s mystery. The mysterious connection between opposites that now shows there is truly no
divide, no separation between you and all. It is with this understanding that you are now able to follow and
join with the revelation of how things work. That secret held by coded books, true shamans and mantled
teachers is now in the open for you to follow, not as sheep to slaughter but as a living and breathing part of
the way, the Tao, toward freedom of body, mind and spirit.
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In your studies, travel, wandering and wondering there have been ideas that made sense but it seemed
you could not quite connect. Now you can; by enacting the discipline strengthened over years of growth,
success, failure, joy and disappointments. All that has occurred in dark and light has prepared you for this
time of following, this time being fully and joyously in the flow.
As societal changes are emerging at a rapid rate, there will be presented to you the opportunity to follow an
ideal; or you may have the inner knowing that it is time to take a role of leadership to facilitate change. This
change will have multiple faces, all occurring simultaneously, which can be very confusing. You will see the
face of change on the streets, hear it in media voices and you will feel the corresponding change within.
When the call comes, either from within or from the outer forces, telling you that it is time to do something,
you must make careful considerations. Will you take a leadership role, or do you choose to follow and
support the great changes that manifest moving beyond inner angst or outer social discontent? You know
by now that you cannot pull the covers over your head and wait until it is all over and “back to normal.” It
just doesn’t work that way anymore. You are in it, and what was once normal is no more. Normal doesn’t
live here anymore.
If you are considering following a person or an idea, or if you find yourself in a position to be followed, be
certain your reasoning is clear and your intentions are pure and clean. It is a recipe for disaster if you
pursue leadership based on gaining power or on the aggrandizement of the self, or if you choose to follow
a person or ideal because of peer pressure or because it will make you look good to have that association.
Your guidance now is to follow the flow of what is happening in and around you. Do not go to battle with
what might seem unfamiliar or risky; go with it and have no fear. This time is vital to your recognizing who
you have become, the one who you truly are. Stay out of judgment. The danger of Judgment is that it would
stop this long sought after reckoning with the divine. Know that through your righteous and compassionate
actions, you have made the way safe, safe to follow and to adapt to the flow. Much trust is now called for,
and now spirit calls loudly and pointedly to trust, finally and totally trust. This time is not an unearned gift.
You have asked for it and worked at it, both consciously and in the silent knowing in the depth of your
spiritual soul.
You are being led, by events, into your deepest and darkest reservoirs. It is in these reservoirs lies the
ability to let go of the you that you had perceived, to the you that will, with discipline, emerge clean, calm,
confident and on center. This is the inner shaman at work.
So, Are you the hunter or the hunted? Are you predator or prey? Are you the observer or the observed?
Doesn’t seem to matter now, does it. The ego will yap to take you off course and not risk what must be
risked, but it will soon quiet as you follow the flow for, in this flow, the flow of life’s divine river, the ego does
not have a chance to stifle your evolution and to come into your knowing and follow the path toward
enlightenment.
Trust the voice who walks with you in the light of love…...trust love…
Peace Out
BobbyK

www.bobbyklein.com
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http://www.palaceofpeace.net
Six Pointed Star Portal 9/10 May 2014
Between the New Moon in Taurus on the 15th of April and the eclipse of the 29th of April a Gateway
activated opening a window period for us to set a new foundation with conscious intention, and through our
efforts to realize our new dreams simultaneously co-creating Heaven on Earth. We are now entering a
realm that demands a solid, safe and secure bond with ourselves and the rest of life, as well as solid,
sound morals and values that are lived by. A new level of trust within ourselves is emerging; this trust is
trust in ourselves and trust in the powerful new light anchoring today and tomorrow with the imprinting of
the Sacred Code of the One and Only True Mother Goddess and Father God of the Light on Earth as it is
in the Almighty Realms of Pure Light and Pure Love.
This realm we are now entering is one in which the only way to function in order to remain there, is to live
our life 100% in the core energy of what we profess to be. Transparency becomes what drives and
motivates us; there is no other way to live, because the power of our convictions will now take root within
the very core of the new self we are currently in the process of co-creating. Today (9th) and tomorrow's
(10th) astrological configurations in the heavens are opening a passageway to and through our Crown
Chakra and is filtering a new Code into our DNA.
These powerful new Portals and Ascension Gateways are shedding light on the inevitable change we were
destined to experience, and are now in the process of manifesting. As a result, everything stubbornly being
held onto by us is being uprooted and tossed out. Our "garden is being weeded." This is how we are now
subconsciously making space for the new. Our Higher Self is making sure of this and is not holding back.
This is the time line where we decide to literally stay on Earth, or leave.
The tables are turning and we are integrating the powerful blessings the past dispensations of love and
healing bestowed upon us, now taking root in our lives, and in such a way that it is becoming tangible! Our
hard work is paying off!! Take advantage now and allow everything that is no longer meant to be a part of
your new future to to be purged from your system on every level you are now ready release on so that at
the end of it, you are left surrounded by a powerful and extraordinary energy consisting of the combined
energy of the One and Only True Mother Goddess and Father God of the Light.
The next phase of the new advanced energies is beginning to merge with Mother Earth, and with the Six
Pointed Star Portal opening now on the 9th and 10th of May we are being urged to move forward, safe in
the knowing that we are loved and supported beyond measure by all the many Beings of Light watching
over us and working alongside us. We must never lose sight of this.
The Six pointed Star Portal is a Star Gate symbolizing the anchoring of the combined energies of the One
and Only True Father God and Mother Goddess of the Light. This Star Gate is anchoring its energies
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between Mother Moon currently in Virgo, trining (120 degrees apart) Pluto in Capricorn, trining the Sun in
Taurus, which trines back to Mother Moon - this symbolizes the ancient beauty and purity of the One and
Only True Mother Goddess of the Light anchoring her Light on Earth as it is in heaven, so that we can
awaken to this next leg of our destiny and reap the rewards of her gifts on a day to day basis. This aspect
of the Six Pointed Star Gate is requiring of us to purify our energy fields and purge ourselves of all the
current life past, as well as past karmic impurities and "imperfections" we stubbornly hold onto on a
subconscious level.
The other aspect of this Star Gate is emerging from the trines between exalted Jupiter in Cancer to
retrograde Saturn in Scorpio, to Neptune in Pisces, currently conjunct (next to) Chiron in Pisces. Neptune
is trining exalted Jupiter symbolizing the Return of the powerful active light of the One and Only True
Father God of the Light. This Star Gate is also symbolizing the extraordinary Sacred Marriage of both the
masculine and feminine taking root within the consciousness of all awakened souls in a way never before
experienced in Earth's current spiritual history. This aspect of the Star Gate is encouraging us to open up
to the massive gifts that shall come to us through surrendering to the powerful and expanded nurturing
available to us form the Gods of Light designed to help us learn and grow exponentially by us fully
embracing the deep penetrating transformation currently underway. This is enabling us to break through
the misty illusions of our past, and release ourselves from the delusions, addictions, fears, and deep hurts,
amongst manner other debilitating issues, that have imprisoned us as a result of sacrificing and/or abusing
our power not only in this life-time, but in all our past and parallel life experiences.
This is the celebration of the True God and Goddess of the Light coming forward to reveal their True
Essence and Light to us and help us further break away from the icy grip of the False God and False
Goddess manipulating humanity through the false religions that grip human kind. This Star Gate is the
signal to all of us that the new Sacred Merkaba Vehicle of Light has come, as was promised, and IS
replacing the dark matrices with this incredible new Sacred Signature of Divine Light. This is a signal that
we have made great achievements and the confirmation thereof is literally written in the Stars at the
moment. This is the time of releasing some of our most powerfully debilitating and deepest wounds so that
we can further rise as the Authentic Wounded Healers and carry our new found light-self through into this
new cycle of immense learning and new energy integration. There are no words to describe the
importance of taking full advantage of the positive power currently present and returning to Earth in its
most positively powerful expression to date.
How to go about this:
• Take some time to consider what is the most debilitating aspect of your life currently hounding you,
holding you back or remaining just out of your reach. Write this down and be as thorough as
possible.
• If time permits I suggest you have a shower or bath and put on some fresh clothes symbolizing
purification and purity.
• You need two white candles, or one silver and one gold candle and enough small crystals or
pebbles to make a six-pointed star on your altar or, if you have the space, one big enough for you
to sit in centre. You can burn incense if you like, and include whatever else you would like to use to
create a sacred space.
• When you are done, go into a room in your home or space in nature or your garden where you
won't be disturbed.
• Build your six pointed star and, whilst you do this, call to your Guardian Angel, St. Germain and
Archangel Michael to hold this space you are creating safely in the new light of your new energy
intentions.
• When you are done, sit in the centre if you have made a big one, or sit or stand in front of the small
one you have created.
• Take a few moments to ground yourself and call in your protection in the way you would normally
do it. Allow some time for you to feel the presence of your Guides and when you feel them, thank
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them for joining you.
• Go on to invite the full essence and presence of the One and Only True Mother Goddess of the
Light into your space as you light the first white or silver candle and relax until you feel the
connection.
• Go on to invite the full essence and presence of the One and Only True Father God of the Light
into your space as you light the second white or gold candle and relax until you feel the connection.
• Imagine an almighty six pointed star in the heavens radiating light toward you as you now speak
out about what you have written down and begin this with "I ask the One and Only True
Mother/Father God/Goddess of the Light to hear me now. I consciously choose to heal, release,
purify and purge everything and anything on all levels consciously, subconsciously and
unconsciously affecting me and my life related to....." and read what you have written. Then say: "I
ask that that which is released, healed, purified and purged be replaced with the highest light and
order of my destined plan of light under grace in perfect, harmonious and miraculous ways, and so
be it. It is done. It is done. It is done." And then imagine the light coming for the heavenly six
pointed star penetrating your crown chakra and filling you with it's light and the Code of your new
plan of life for this new cycle.
• Take some time to just wallow in this energy until you feel your download is complete and then give
thanks to all who have been present and to the One and Only True Mother/Father God/Goddess of
the Light for hearing and honouring your request and intention.
• If safe enough, leave the candles to burn down.
On the 25th of June Saturn will station to turn direct. This is when the next phase of this ceremony will
activate because then we will have all the 7 major planets in direct motion, and the time from which we will
begin to experience some of the outcomes of what is being purged, purified and healed. Up until then
attend to everything that comes up to be released, do the work on yourself requiring purification and
purging and persist.
At the time of the New Moon eclipse I received the message that there will come a time when many
people/souls will fall by the wayside because their trauma, struggle and suffering has become too much for
them to handle; inside of themselves on a soul level they have decided they cannot complete this cycle,
they are too weary and have chosen to give it a try "next time." These are people and group souls who will
in the very near future begin leaving the planet in relatively large groups to make way for the Enlightened
Ones to return and recreate Heaven of Earth. This Star Gate is the first phase of preparation for the return
of these Beings. Those of us who have chosen to complete it this time around; we are making way for the
Enlightened Ones' return and our Morocco 2014 Project - Return of the Star Seeders is an aspect of this
plan and preparation for their return. We, the current Lightworkers and Lightwarriors of this cycle are the
"lock-down and clean-up crew." We have a mission here to replace all darkness, evil, and negativity with
it's equal but opposite - Light, Love, Compassion and Justice, and today's and tomorrow's window is
helping us anchor this plan of service on Earth and integrate the Code Light within our DNA. Our service
roles are now taking on a new level and whole new face. Best we make sure the face is one of an angel;
not of a demon. This is how important and powerful this gateway and opportunity is. We are participating in
the onset of the biggest "fight" for the soul of Mother Earth and everything that is part of her, including
ourselves; humanity!
Today and tomorrow are the anchoring of a phase of the new Star Tetrahedron Technology and activating
the higher vibrational Metatronic Cube Grid designed to dissolve the filters blocking us from achieving this
new level of Ascension.
We must now trust that good things are propelling us forward in the direction of our next destined cycle of
experience and awakening. We must let go of all our stubborn fixed attitudes and beliefs that have keep us
in the dark - in the space of stagnant light particles and/or move past the patterns that stubbornly come as
repetitive cycles. Although it may initially appear to take time, know that life as we know it will never be the
same again. Choose wisely and be transparent with yourself and life in order to ensure your new future is
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built upon the template of your light-full life. This is a manifestation point and we now have a conscious
choice in what we are going to agree to honour, value and love, and therefore, in our future. The Rainbow
Lightwarriors have anchored their energy fully on Earth. Now we live by their creed; our creed, for we too
are part of the community of Rainbow Lightwarriors.
We have so much to look forward to, however there is still much work to be done. We have earned this
powerful blessing and are ready to move forward into the next stage and cycle of our own and humanity's
spiritual evolution.
On the side bar you will find channellings Kuthumi-Agrippa and Mary Magdalene have suggested be
worked through to help with the energies now entering our DNA, and they have also suggested working on
the 7 part Dance of the 7 Veils mini-course. If you choose to do this mini-course, please make sure you do
one part per week before moving onto the next one. You need to have thoroughly processed the energies,
and will help your chakras to integrate these powerful new energies.
You will also find the first part channelling pertaining to our Africa 2014 - Lemurian Lig.... I will soon send
out a newsletter informing you on how you can participate in this project. Our Guardian roles are already
fully booked, but you can still benefit from this Project's energies. Look out for my next newsletter for more
on this.
May you be blessed under this incredible activation, and may all you have asked to be healed manifest for
you.
Thank you for taking the time to read through my newsletter, for your support and love, and for so bravely
and courageously doing whatever it takes to completely and utterly heal yourself and your life.
Much love,
Michelle Manders
Palace of Peace
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14:14 Amber Star Gate Activation - Lord Kuthumi - Transcript Only

Channelled through Michelle Manders©
All Rights Reserved & Copyright Michelle Manders (formerly Eloff) Palace of Peace (formerly The Lightweaver)

"The vortex of light activated at this time is about showing humanity that they can leave their past behind.
Past pain and wounds can and will be healed. With enough support and with enough consciousness every
human being can heal every wound.
For the next fourteen days you will experience time travel*, so to speak, where you will flash through time,
past, parallel and future, and leave behind, integrate and end every karmic connection that perpetuates
limitation, co-dependence, fear, disempowerment, abuse and victimization on the new level you are ready
to let go. You are releasing now, on a new and deeper level from your energy field, the need to experience
this. The rest of humanity needs the support to do the same. It is important to bear in mind that every
person experiences life in a unique and individual manner. Therefore, how each person experiences the
impact of this energy will be unique. Give yourself the space to understand how these new templates of
divine and unconditional love will affect humanity, and how it will act as the catalyst to release the critical
mass consciousness from all those aspects of pain we have just spoken of.
This gateway; this vortex of energy, is being protected and guided by the Pleiadian Emissaries of Light.
Their presence is of great importance, because they as a race of Star Beings have already experienced the
full extent of the destructive force of abuse. The Pleiadians come from your future to show you what
abusive energy can and will do if fed with enough energy. A number of Pleiadian Ambassadors have taken
human form and are working alongside their Star Brothers and Sisters to initiate the powerful changes
required that will help humanity to consciously recognize how their destructive and abusive behaviour can
bring an end to one of the greatest gifts that the One and Only True God/Goddess of the Light; the creators
of all life, have given to a soul.
Your gift from the One and Only True God/Goddess of the Light force today, beloved one, is the opportunity and
ability to fully integrate your Golden Plan and to set in motion whatever it is your soul truly desires and your
physical self requires. To make it a reality, give yourself permission to accept this gift, to live it, to wallow within
the love and the grace of the One and Only True God/Goddess of the Light force." Excerpt, Lord Kuthumi
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